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The events leading to the assassination of the Russian Ambassador to 

Turkey has a long and torturous  trail.

The beginning and end are found in President Obama’s attempt to 

militarily encircle and discredit Russia through massive propaganda and 

sanctions.  Obama built military bases on Russia’s borders; organized a 

putsch in the Ukraine; launched violent attacks on Russian allies in Libya and

Syria; and encircled China, Russia’s ally in Asia.

Obama proceeded to organize Turkey, the EU, Saudi Arabia, Israel and 

vassal regimes in the Baltic and Balkan countries to dispatch arms,  Special 

Forces and finances to terrorists mercenaries invading Syria, in order to oust 

Russian bases.

Central to Obama’s anti-Russian legacy was to ensure the election of 

former Secretary of State Hillary Clinton. Obama worked with Clinton for five 

years to degrade Russia.  To continue, Obama worked in tandem with the 

Clinton electoral machine to defeat Donald Trump because he was opposed 

to the anti-Russian campaign.

As the electoral campaign proceeded in Trump’s favor, Obama turned 

to the intelligence apparatus to intervene in the electoral process.  In order 

to secure Clinton’s victory and heighten efforts to overthrow Russia’s elected
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government, Obama fabricated a massive campaign attributing the 

revelations of Clinton’s illegal correspondence to Russian hackers working 

with Trump.

Trump’s defeat of Clinton was  a strategic loss to Obama’s efforts to 

overthrow Putin.  Obama, in response, launched the most intense and 

virulent propaganda blitz  against Russia since the early 1950’s.  The mass 

media went 24/7 claiming Russian penetration of the US electoral system; 

the subversion of US democracy; and ‘decisive’ collaboration between Putin 

and Trump in determining the election.

Academics, journalists, the CIA and the rest of the intelligence agencies

were recruited, primed and launched in the anti-Trump, anti-Russian 

campaign.

Obama’s campaign against Trump failed.  The recount  and Electoral 

College ploys were defeated.  The courts, electoral officials and voters 

decided against Clinton-Obama.

Obama was enraged to the point of mental instability by a series of 

strategic defeats in wars and elections.  The invasions of Iraq and 

Afghanistan resulted in prolonged losing wars. The Libyan intervention led to 

unending wars.  Israel and its US cohort insulted, humiliated and  led Obama 

by the nose,  securing billions in handouts and the appointment of top 

Zionist officials . Obama’s encirclement and sanctions policy against Russia 

failed to undermine Putin’s presidency.
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Obama faced a legacy of failure, defeats and disgrace.

With Trump’s triumph and Russian-Syrian military success in Aleppo, 

Obama’s ‘string broke’.  He blamed Russia for his failures.  He totally ignored 

the votes that elected Trump.  He brushed off the hand counted recount and 

Court decisions which validated Clinton,s defeat.  Obama’s blackmail and 

coercion of the Electors failed to change the outcome of the Electoral 

College.  The street disruptions and calls to impeach Trump failed to gain 

traction.

Obama denied reality , embracing  a paranoid vision of a deep Russian 

takeover.

Obama publically declared he would openly and covertly  pursue 

revenge, retaliation and deadly  assaults on Russia.

Obama pressed forward to prevent Trump’s election, preparing to 

release a CIA fabricated report of the President –elect’s  betrayal of America 

on the eve of his inauguration. 

         Obama struck at Russia escalating from added sanctions  to 

assassination.

         The Russian ambassador to Turkey was assassinated by  a Turkish 

policeman who was a member of the US backed Fethullah Gulen movement.  

The Gulanist assassin echoed Obama’s propaganda line, accusing Russia of 

destroying Aleppo and its people.
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The US mass media repeated the killer/Obama’s justification of the 

killing. 

The murder and justification happened a few days after Obama 

promised a ‘secret’ and swift assault on Russia.

Trump sensing Obama’s resort to violent retaliation against Russia, and

the likelihood he would turn the gun  to ‘Putin’s  accomplice’, the President-

elect decided to take precautionary measures, he replaced Obama’s secret 

service by his private security guards.

Conclusion

We live in extraordinarily  dangerous times.  A deranged violent 

President is in command of a willing media and an intelligence apparatus 

ready and willing to obey.

There is little doubt that the murder of the Russian Ambassador will be 

the beginning of a cycle of violent assassinations.  It is certain that Putin and 

Trump will take the appropriate defensive measures.

With a psychotic, frustrated and failed President refusing to concede 

defeat, we enter the begining and most sinister period  prior to his exit.
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